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""^	 Frnm ].973 through 1.975 our effoxts have been d^.recte^' toward the develop-
ment of a series of new elastameric productta f,r use in the space shuttle
	
^^	 program.. The objectives of the program were to imp^^ove the propex-
	
^„)	 ties of the elastomers that were used in pxevious programs and to evaluate
the possibilit}* of using lower-cast general purpose polymers. I^ew and
	
^^	 products based on the fluorinated elastomers, urethanes, and neaprenes
were pxoduced.^
One of the mayor achievements of the program was the development of
compounds that would not burn ^ a 70l oxygen, 30J nitrogen atmosphere
and that would produce very little smoke if ignited. These compounds met
	
_^	 toxicity requ3.xements and were qualified at White Sands. All the cam^-
pounds could be fabricated by convent^.onal means and they should be adapt-
	
!	 able to large-scale production.
Various products were fabricated and processed on conventl.onal pxocessing
equ^.pment; these ware evaluated at Arthur D. Little and at NASA, Houston.
These products included.;
• Foams based on fluorinated rubber flame--retarded com-
pounds w^.th a density of 20-30 pounds/cubic foot far
use as padding and in astronauts' helments.
•	 Foams based on urethane for use in instrument pack
aging in the space shutt^.e. 	 Two types were produced:
one from an untx'eated foam for u ge in standard
atmospheres; the other a conventional foam txeated
with a special compound that contaixxed fluorinated
r_.• elastomer tq prov'i.de non-iauxnir^ produc^'^s in at-
(1^J mospheres of 30^ oxygen, 70l n^.txogen.	 These
were all low-density foams with a density of Z to
b pounds/cubic foot
^} s	 Flexible and semi-rigid films of fluorinated rubber
and neoprene compounds that would not bum 1.xr. a 7Q^
nitrogen, 3fl! oxygen atmosphere and in a 30I nitro-
gen, 70°^ oxygen atmosphere, respectively, fox use
in packaging or in laminates.
• Coated fabx^.cs which used both nylon and Kalvar
fa^tie substrates, coated with eit^ier fluorinated
or neoprene polymer compositions to meet specific
levels of flame xetardancy. These are being eval-
uated for use in firefighters su^.ts and in as-
tronaut clothing. Fa.fty yards of the nylon-neoprene
combination was prepared and is to be made 3.ntb suits.
1
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^	 Paints far use on metal and other substrates to
provide flame resistant coatings.
•	 Adhes^.ves for bonding a variety of pradu: ^ts.
these adhesives were based on either the flu-
ozinated polymers. or the neoprene compositions.
•	 Aflame resistant hose that resists hydraulic
fluids and petroleum-based products and can be
j ^ used ^.x^, a 7 p% oxygen; 30% n^.trogen atmosphere.
r	 Compounds for molding lens covers at NASA. 	 these
`.	 {" p compounds were based on the Zo^T-s^eoke fluorinated
rubber compounds that would not burn in l0a% oxygen
atmosphere,
^^ Under an extension of the contract an experimental program is under ^aay to
utilize the technology developed for elastomwrs to produce rig^.d structures
that have equivalently high flame retardancy.
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1. Ii3TRCDUCTIQN
The objective of ^h^.s program has been to develop e^.astomeric products fox
use ^.n the space shuttle program. The overall program has ]assn conducted
undex three programs:
^.. Contract NAS 9-10424
Flame retardant uxetharie polymers were synthesized and add^.tives were in-
carporated 3.n fluorinated and urethane polymers to impaxt flame retaxdancy.
Compos^.tions that were self-extinguishing in the 70% oxygen, 30% n^.trngen
atmosphere were made into .fibers and incorgorated ^,nto fa]axic structures
w^:ere the elastomexic fibers were wrapped w^.th non-elastic PBl, Nomex and
beta^^-Fiberglass to give nor-flammable elastomex^.c structures.
2. Goatract NAS 4-1281
The strength of the elastomeric f^.bers was ^.mpxoved substantially and titan
ufactuxix^.g techniques were refined. Quantitates of (ibex were pxepared and
power net fabrics were made Chat were satisfactory far sleep monitoring caps
and other applications an the spacecraft.
3. Contract NA5 4-x.3974
T7t^.lizing the technology developed in the above contracts, we adapted the
elastomeric compositions to other products -such as foams, paints, adhe-
^'^	 saves, fabric coatings, hose, etc. -for use i^ tix^ air shuttle program.
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Tl. HACKGROIIND
Zn the program for 1970-x972, which is covered in our report dated March
1971, various urethane-type po3ymers were synthesized, and many had better
flame resistance than spandex. However, flame resistant fibers ware pro-
duced most efficiently by incorporating ha3ogenated additives into urethane
or fluorocarbon e3astamers. Some of the resultant fibers were not flammable
even in a 100^^ oxygen environment.
Various f lex3.ble polyurethane structures c:antaining h2slogen were synthesized
from polyesters derived from a ,l.iphatic ar aromatic polyols and dibasic acids.
A3iphat^.c halide structures could not be used because they are unstable at
the required reactia^a temperatures, giving off hydragea halide which hydrolyzes
the ester linkages. In contrast, halogencontaining aromatic polyals are
stable and lead to satisfactory products.
The most promising composition, a brominated neopentyl glycol cagped with
toluene diisocyanate, was used as a convexxtional diisocyanate in conjunction
with hydroxy-term^.nated po^.yethers or polyesters to form elastameric urethanes
containing about 10% bxamine by weight. Droducts made in this manner wild.
not buxu in air, have an axygPa index value of about 25, and have tensile
strength va3i^es of about 5000 psi at 450° elongation.,
The most efficient additives for imparting flame retardancy to spandex ure-
thanes are aromatic halides and the most effective of these are the bromide
compounds. Various leve3s of flame retardanc y were achieved, depending on
the 3evels of additives used. Gampositions Yaere prepared and tested to meet
the following specifications:
a. 33X OxygenJ59! Nitrogen at 1 3^ psis
These urethane compounds have tensile strengths of 3500-2000 psi and e:^onga-
tions of 300-4501. They contain 20-309 urethane with the remainder flame-
retardant additives (hexabromabenzene in combination. with trisbramochloro-
propyl phosphate as a flaske-retardant plasticizer).
b. 70°^ Oxygen/30"/, Nitrogen at 6.2 Asia
	These urethane compositions have tensile strengths of 400-•900 psi, elonga- 	 '^
bons of 250-• 400°x, and oxygen 3.ndex va^.ues of 75-85. Taney are composed of
about 5% urethane, ZO-30/ fluorinated polymer, and f5--75f hexabramobenxene/
trisbromachloro^ropyl phosphate.
Although it was poss^ole to achieve the necessary flame retardancy_ with the
urethanes, the physical properties were so inferior ghat seriouw praizlems
would be encountered iFa making fabrics with the necessary recovery and
strength characteristics. fur these reasons a fluorocarbon elastomer cam-
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pound was developed that provided better nanflammability axed higher strength. ^	 F
Thp mayor portion of our work has been with this material and the approved t'
product was based on a fluorocarbon elastamex'. ^j
i
1n the second phase of the program, carried out in 1971 and early 1972, the F3
physica3, properties of the elastomeric fibers were improved and a limited
k	 ^.
^^ number of fabrics were produced from these fibers in combinatian w3.th fiber-
glass, Nomex and PBI fibers.	 To achieve these results, we had to eva^.uate ;,
- a :urge variety of flame retardant additives and prepare enough of the ^	 ;
€alsrics to indicate the type of structure that would be required to obtain
properties nearly equivalent to those of standard spandex fibe'.r fabr^. cs. ^	 :°
I}uring this phase, we prepared funs and fibers, as well as knit structures,
^^ that met the flame-retardancy requirements and that leave physi:.al properties
approaching those of spandex fabrics. 	 i+^e achieved equivalent physical pre- ^	 '
parties by increasing the amount of elastomeric material in the fabric.
^; 'fhe third phase, carried out in. 1972 and early 1973, resulted :fin a substan-
tial improvement in physical properties and manufacturing techniques. 	 Pro-
perties ware especially improved when a standard curing system was replaced
by a unique cure based an pe^:oxide and maleimide. 	 This change made the I
^-= compound easier to process, and provided the e^.ongation and strength ^
necessary to make a satisfactory fiber. 	 Rates of production and fiber
^^ characteristics were improved by the use of a new ^." extruder with a longer
barrel, the use of a modif ied die with a larger number of orifices, the use
of an ^.mproved take-up device, and improvements in curing procedures. ^
PBT fibers were selected far wrapping the elastamer fibers. 	 Structures of
I
!
power net were developed by John Somak, Znc., in cooperation with us. 	 One ^	 '
^^
of these was selected and 50 pounds of material was extruded for use in
making sleep monitoring caps, and other crew equipment and spacecraft
applications in the Skylab program. `:
^1
7.'he fotartll and fifth phases, carried out in 1973 through 1975 (covered in ^	 ^
^^ this report), have resulted ^.n a number of products for different ,7^^ace
shuttle programs, 	 These products were designed to meet a variety of flame
retardancy requirements xanging from mot burning in aix to not burning in a
^ 100	 oxygen atmosphere. 	 New polymers were investigated and compounds and ^	 '`
products were prepared from the f^.uorinated elas,omers, 	 neoprene and ure-^ ^	 ;^^
thane.
	
Smoke levels of the fluorinated polymers were reduced to acceptable ^
limits and at the soma time the flame retardanay requiLements were met.
^Highly successful products were developed and are in use in the space -^``:1
shuttle program.	 These include compounds far lens covers, foams for use as ^	 ^°1
^^ a lining in space helmets, foams for packaging instruments, and coated ^
fabrics for astronaut suits and firefighter suits. ^	 I.
^-} Other products wexe also prepared to demonstrate that they could be made by
i
^
1^^ --- ^^i canvantianal commercial processes. 	 These include paints, films, and ad-
hes eves. ^ :::•:'`
i	 '
^..::'
'.`
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Ix^.	 PROPE^^^'lES ANA COMPOiJNDT^NC	 <;I
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This section reviews the steps that were taken to improve flame re^^r-
dancy sud phys^.cal properties and to reduce smoke emission. 	 Specific
compounding details that were required to provide properties for the
various end uses are discussed in Section X^T.
A. POLY^^S
In our prragram we used three pal}-mere:	 fluorinated elastomers, ure--
thanes, and palychlvroprene.	 Each ^:ype of polymer was used in one ar
^^ more of the end products, depending on the part^,cular properties and 	 ^-
level of flame retardanc^r that were required.	 Other types of elasto-
` ^
meiic polymers are not ^auited for use in this program either because
of very high flammability characteristics or because of very high snake
emission.	 The charaeterist3.cs of the polymers used axe discussed below.
f1 -.__ Fluorocarbon E^.astomers (V^.ton)
L.,^
Of all the elastomers, this material has the highest level of inherent
flame retardancy because of the f.^.uorine in the mayecule.	 Compounds of
^^ Viton were successfully used in the end uses un .^ cer consideration; these
compounds had a law smoke emission anal high levels of fume retardancy
(Yielding oxygen index values between 3S% and 100X, depending upon fil-
ler loading).
The mayor disadvantage of the fluorinated polymers is their cost--$10.001
pound.	 However, th3.s cost is offset to some extent by the use of inex-
pensive .fillers and flame retardants.
Fluorinated elastomers may be fabricated into fin^.sb.ed products by cal-
^^ endexing, extrusion, infection mrlding and compression molding, and may
be appl^.ec^ from solvent solution for use as cements, spread coatings, ox
pa^.nts.	 Paints and adhesives capable of being cured at room temperature
^^
may be prepared.
Compounds of the material have been forwarded to NASA and a number of
^
them have been approved with respect to flammability, low smoke emission,
. and law toxicity.
	
^
f
	
	
2. Ghlor^rene Neoprene}
	
}	 Neo rene like the fluorinated elastomers has a built-in flame ^etar-	 ry`P	 >	 >
dance because it contains chlorine in its molecule, Consequently, with-
out the addition of special flame retardants it has an oxygen index value
of 25 to 30. However, by adding additional flame retardant materials,	
f3
it can be made to meet the 3OX oxygen, 7OX nitrogen specification re--	 -
quired for certain NASA applications. At about 3S^/pound, chloroprene
5
'.
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^.s relatively inexpensive, and like the fluar^.nated elastomers, it can
:^e ca,lendered, extruded, ^.xzj ection molded and compFesBion molded, ar be
1i^	 used as a solvent solution in cements or spread i:oatings.
Because of the chlorine present in the chloroprene molecule, the product
tends to produce a high level of smoke. xn this respect, it is much
worse than the fluorocarbun elastomers, which are fairly low smoke pr^-
ducers.
3. Urethanes
The flexible urethanes of either the polyether or polyester type burn
readily if n.ot modified, and if they are t4 be used successfully in
applications at NASA, flame retardant must be added. Because the ure-
thanes are ideally suited for making foams aver a wide density range
from 1 lj2 pounds/cubic foot and up, we used. them to make foams for
various NASA applica.t3.ons.
znstead of incarpar.^ating flame retardants directly Into the composition,,
we found it more practical to saturate a cammerciaily produced urethane
foam with aflame retarded fluorocarbon elastamer compound. 	 In this
fashion, we were able to produce foams that would meet the 30 °^  a^cygen,
70f nitrogen requirement far use in packaging applications.
^.	 Ethylene Propylene Diene (EPDM}
EPDM has many excellent prapertiea for NASA ' s application because it has
excellent res^ .stance to ozone and aging, and because it produces very
little smoke an burning. 	 The polymer, however, has proved to be very
difficult to make flame retardant. 	 Neither hydrated alumina nor ammonium
polyphosphate increased the flame retardancy to acceptable levels, and
it was necessary to use halogenated materials. 	 These halogenated com-
posit^.ons produced high levels of smoke so the compounds were no better
in this respect than neoprene.	 Because of this problem we did only a
limited amount of work with this polymer and instead devoted our efforts
to the polymers whose chemical stcructure makes them inherently more
fla^ze retardant. 	 Table ZlI--1 shows the sigmifieant properties and casts
of these polymers.
B.	 SMOKE ^`TAP.^ANTS
The mayor objective of the investigation originally had been to produce
products with the required level of flame retardant}^. 	 The emphasis at
this stage was dixected to the development of compounds that hdd bath
a high level of flame retardancy and at the same time would produce
minima], levels of stake. 	 Among the base polymers, the law smoke pr^-
ducers ^^^^ EPDM and the fluorocarbon. elastomers. 	 The conventional
general purpose elastomers are high sm;^ke producers and, in addition,
very difficult to compound to the flame resistance levels required.
After examining the physical properties and burnixzg characterist^.cs of
7
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TABi,E TFT-1
CA^]DIDA".^E PQLY^R SYSTEMS
FLE7{TBLE '!'YPE
Op^ra^i.r.g	 Cost Per
i^aterla^.	 L.O, I. *	 Tensi^.e Strent^^h	 E^.r^nRat3.on	 Tampera^ure	 Poend
(psi)	 t^)	 (°F)	 ($)
Fluorinated E3.astomers
Polymer 44 2000-3540 300-454 400 10.00
Compounded** 40-100 2000-4D00 300-600 400 5.00
Po3.yure^hane
Po3.ymer <30 6004 340-600 254 .50-2.50
Compounded** 30-60 2004-4000 340-604 250 .95-2.40
oa
Chl+^roprene
Polymer 25 -4000_3000 300-fi00 2SD .45
Compounded** 25-55 2540-3000 304-600 250 .65
Eth leiie Propylene 'Rti^'6e^^^_.
Polymer
_	 _ - _
<20
....	 ....
^ 2400-3000
y rnn rtrrin
304-600
.71^A	 LAA
25D
']^"!7
.35
Qn
E^I	
_^.__m.w._.^..-----_..._.. _...._^.^<._
r	 i
all the elastamers, we selected the fluori^ted e?uaicomers, the ure-
thanes, and neoprene as the most su3.tabie for m"dificatian. Although
^P^M produces very little smoke; it bur+^ sa readily that it is virtu-
ally impossible t compvur^d to meet the flame retaxdancy requirements
of NASA without resorting to halogenated materials which ^ .n themselves
axe high smoke producers.
The moat effective flame retardants are compounds that contain either
,,	 chlorine or bromine, but these produce high levels of smoke. ie. our
^^^	 work, therefore, we used Iwo apprc.;.^ches. The first was to use smoke
suppressants with the polymer and halogen-containing flame retardant
to reduce the level of smoke. The second was to develop flame retardant
compounds that did not use he .logen-containing compounds. The latter
proved to be the mast successful approach.
'^	 Table TTT-2 lists the additives that were evaluated with the various
'	 polym.ers along with decabromvbiphenyl flame retardant. The additives
were selected on the basis of literature references and recommendations
--^	 from varioz^s industrial sources. The most interesting result of this
^^	 study was that hydrated alumina both increased the flame resistance and
reduced the smoke. None of the other materials reduced smoke effec-
tively. Tables TTT-3 through TTT-6 show the spec3.fic cvmpositionE thati
^^	 were used.
We evaluated a series of flame retardants with Viton fluorocarbon elas-
tomer. A list of these and their exact composition is shown in Table
TTI 7. Of the materials tested far reducing smoke, the mast effective
were flame retardants that inherently were not smoke producers.
The best of these low-smoke flame retardants were hydrated alumina and
samples of Viton filled with it were sent to NASA for an evaluation of
the^ .x burning characteristics. Tn the silicone igniter tests in a 3l^
oxygen, 69x nitrogen atmosphere at l0 psis, these samples tended tv keep
burning after they were ignited because of afterglow.
When this problem became evident, various glow retardantcs were added to
a fluorinated rubber composition which conta3.ned hydrated alumina.	 Since ##
the afterglow would present a problem in the Space - , Shuttle program, we	 ^
evaluated a•series of inorganic additives which could be added to the	 ^	 `''
Viton and hydrated alumina to reduce the afterglow. 	 We evaluated the	 '-;
samples in a GO% oxygen, 60% nitrogen atmosphere and determined that 	
`j
samples containing ammonium polyphosphate or zinc borate had less after-- 	 `'s
glow than hydrated alumina alone.	 The materials which were evaluated	 ;.^
a:e shown in Table TTT-$.
S^.nce both ammonium. polyphosphate and zinc borate reduced the afterglow
	
''
in Vitan formulations containing hydrated alumina, it seemed possible 	 t
that combinations might provide a synergistic effect at certain levels.
However, such *gas not the case.	 {See Table TTT-9.)	 ^ .'`^
3
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TABT,E TTT-2
SMOKE Si]PPRESSANTS
^.
Pol,	 ex Flame Retardant Additive ^L.tl.]C. Effect on 5make Level
Vitan	 ^ Decabromnahaphenyl ^iuu ^'henyl Sulfonate 9S . No effect
.:
^° Neoprene Ammon3:um :Bromide Fexrocene 3b Na effect
Neoprene- Hydrated A1^ina - - Slight ^npravement
SBR Hydrated AAu^uina Ferrncene 29 Na effect
EPDM Hydrated Alumina Ferrocene 2$ Relatively law smoke;.
^^ add3.tivea ix^effECtive
fox smoke reduction.
Viton None Lead Phosphate ^^} No effect
^	 Viton None ^	 "Vinylidene Fl^t^ride 3^ 5light impxovement
V^:ton Antimoney gxide Hydrated Alumina 35 513ght 3tnpxovement	 1 :.
Viton ^Iydrated Alumina - S0 Substant^.al improvement 	 ^
{1p0 parts} ^
V:^tan	 ^ None Sodit^ ^.;iuminu►a Fluoride 37 No effect
,.
^.,
V^.ton None Basic Lead Caxbonate 38
,.
No effect
,.
:.^
Viton	 ^ Nene Zinc Borate 35 ^	 ^ No effect	 ,:
^.: Vition Nave Potassium Sulfate ^5 No effectf.
1
^::
r=
^re^LlCe3 afterglow) t ;'
^
,
'^'
_ ^7
^.
:a
1, ^
i	
^.
^	 !,
TABLE lx^c-:^
T`LYTORINATED POLYMER (VTTON)
MaCerial Parts By Weight.
Code #14b A B G D
Viton B 140 X44 1Q4 144
Lead Oxide IS 15 15 15
Malrimide 4 G 4 4
Bextzoyl Pero^dda 4.5 4.5 4.S 4.5
Decabromobiphenyl 1,44 144 144
Zinc Phenals^lfonate 5.4 14
Cura t^.i.ztutes Ca 274 °F 60 6D 64 GO
Past Cure ^ x+54°F hours 15
Oxyge^x Index L.O,I. 104 95 95 60
Smoke Medium Lover Medium Low
NASA Tests
Burning Time (seconds) 50 124 60 64
Burned Length finches) ^. 1 ^. 1-1/2
Smol^e Deinsity Heavy Heavy Dense Dense
Golor Wh^.Ce White W[^^.te White
Odor Strong SCrong Strong 5txong
^ Test atmosphere 10 psis 31 ;G 42 , 69.°6 N2
Si^.icoae igniter
cl.Qfl
4
85
85
^D
4.
55
5
^^
6
2
0.
20
35
Medium
^	 ^- i
TA}3LE III-^+
NEOPRBNE
Mater^ .al	 Parts By Weight
Cade ^^10$
	
A	 B
Neoprene W 1p0 lOU
Magnesium Oxide ^ 4
Clay 85 85
Hydrated Alumina (Alcoa 0-333) 85 85
.Ammonium Bromide - 40
Ferrocene - -
Process Oil 55 55
Zinc Oxide 5 5
Titanium Dioxide lO 1(^
Stearic Acid 6 6
Antioxidant 2 2
NA-22	 ^ O.5 0.5
Cure Co^nditio^a min. C^ 35O°F 2O 2O
L.O.I. 26-27 36
Smr^ke Medium Medium
NASA Tests
Burning Time (secon3s}
Burned Length , (inches}
Smoke
Density
Color
Odor*'^
Total. Total Total
Burn Burn Burn
.].8'^jsec. .l.l_b .1.25
Heavy Heavy Heavy
sooty saaty sooty
Black Black Black
Acid Acid Acid
^ Test atmosphere 10 psata 31^ 0 2 , 69^G N2
Sil^.can^ igniter
^^ Arthur I?. Little, Inc., comment
^.::.
T^^--S I^TABLE
.	 BUTADXEI3E STYRII3E (SBR)
Notarial Parts By We3:ght
Gode #109 A B G
SBR L505 1S0 150 15D
Natural Rubber l5 15 .1.5
_
Wh3.ting 2D0 20D 1DD
G1ay 10D 1D0 54
Hydrated A1uu^.na (Alcoa C-^333y -- 1SD l54
Process 031 1.16 5$ 58
Ammonium Brami.de 12D
U Aechlarane 6Dk^
_
120
Ferxocene. - S S
Zinc Ox3.de 12 12 1^
Sod^.um. Bicarhanate 15 15 L5
Antioxidant 1.S 1.5 1.5
3tearic 15 15 15
MBTS 2.D 2.4 <.D
TMTn 2. D 2. D 	 ^ z.n
DDTG ].. D 1. D 1. D
Sal^ur 7.5 7.S 7.5
Gore Condition tn3.n. ^ 40D°F 2 2 2
L.O.r. 19 29	 - 27 3
Smoke Medium Medicim Medium
To High To High To High
NASA Tests`
Burnitag Time
	 seconds) of lT .a Total Total
burn burn horn
a Horned LengCh(inches) .16 .15 .12 '.
Smoke Density Seavy Heavy Heavy
Ga1ar
	 ^ Black Black Black
(3dor Strong Strong Strong i
^^
Y
* Test atmosphere 1D ps^.a 31X 02, b9^ N2
53:1cone ig^i^ex.
_
1 3
^-
-
_	
Art^sur'D Utt^^ Inc
_.
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^^
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,.	 _
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TABLB ^TZ--6
IiPDM
ADZ CODB ,i^ Z19-B Zl9-C 1^.9^D
-
B^DM Nordel 101+0 100.0 10Q .0 100.0::. Rydxa^ed A1um3xta - -	 200.0 100.0 .200.Q
uric px^.de 5.0 5,0 5.0
Tistanium Ox3.t^d - 35.0 -
Tr	 2 ,etihyl hexyl phosphate 25.0 - 25,0.
Ant^.mony Oxide - -- 25.0
Dech^.arane . b02' - -- 50.0:
B^'TAG-^. 2.5 - 2.5
°^.^ a . 5 — o . 5
^ Ssl;fur 2 , 5 0.3 2.5
Berizuy^. Perax2.de	 ^ - 2.7 -
H
'^' Cu. r.ng.Tem^erature'[°^') 320 290 320
Cuxe Time [m:i:^utes) 15 20 l5
I
NASA Tess. In 9mbent ...Aix
^' `$urn^ng: T3.me { seconds) 127 b5 2Z0
Burned S^ength {inches) ^3urned Tntallp Burned. Totally Se1^-ex^:t^ng, 1"
Rate o^ Pr^pagar^.on {in/sec} 0.04 0.07
^noke Density Very Dense 5mnke Little Soot Very Dense White S^ioke .
Very Dense White Smoke
Qdor ' - 'Sarong Odor	 ^ -	 ..
In ;'I4 Asia 3lX Oz :& 69% N2
^...:..:
µ-
'. $tuning Tine :(s.ecoiSds}. - --. 2t3
Burned ZengClz {3.nches) - - Burned Totally
Mate of Bro^aga^on (ir^Jsec)
gmake Density
-
-
-
- .
0.15
Very Dense ^sihite Smoke
^ . , . Odor'. - - Strong Odar
-^
a
;` ; .C`	 ''
.^ -
'^
.
F
^,,
^.
^	 ,: ^ `.
,,.;, _
-
_
...
.... _.	 ^_
..	
_
w.., ..	
_.	 ,	 „ ,.	 _. ,._:
- ^	 ^	 ^..	 ^ ^
^.A^LE TTZ-7
^j,...
;k
^,
^jSMOKE. REl'A3tDAN^S FAR VIT0^3 ^
. Foxmulat3.on.16933-
ingred^enrs 1140	 1^.4D	 1,].4^ 114'	 ^.^.4G 114H 11^+T , 1^.5^1 115--2 lla-3
vlton B	 ^ I00	 la0	 100 10o	 a.00 104	 x.04 goo iao 100
Lead Qx3.de	 1 ].5	 15	 15 15	 ].5 15 15 ^.5 ^.5 ]S
.." Lead, Phosph3.^e	 2 15	 _ ^	 _ ^ _ ^ ..V^.r^ylidene F^.uoride ^	 ]S	 15 15	 _. ..
_
_ _ .,,
! An^imot^y Oxide 3 ...	 _	 7.5 7.5	 ._ ^ ^ ^ ^ «.
E Hydxat^d AT.uxufua.'^ ...	 _	 ^ '7.5	 lOQ ,,,. -. .. ^ ...,:
NaA1F^
_	 _^ _	 ,^ 5 .., ^ ..
PoGassiutn Sulfate ,_	 ^ .^	 ,^. ^ 1,4 ^, 5
$as3:c Lead Caxbona^e ^	 .,.	 ... ^	 .^. ^. ^ 50 ,^
s ^ir^c. Borate ,.,.	 .. ^ 15
`, ' Maleiraide 4	 k	 4 4	 4 4 4 ^ 4 4	 E^..
.::,,.
B+^nxay^` Pezoaide 4.5	 4.5	 4.5 4.5	 4.5 4.5 4.5 G.5 4.5 4.5	 ^
Cure 5ehedu3.e 1 hour @ 270°k', 1 hour C^ 400°^'
Fl:ammab^:l^ ty I
L. f?. I. 40	 35	 35 35	 5Q 37 - 38 35 45
Sutioke. Deve^ .oped med.	 ^:ow	 lo^a med,	 vexy med. -. - - ..	 I^.--low
^. Dy hos, National LeadP
Oy : 2	 Kynar, Pennsa].t
^: 3	 T^erraoguard W, M&'^ Chem^.ca^.
.. ,^,^'. 4	 Hydral 705, ,Alcoa
. ^.
^..^;
^,
_	 -	 _
..
^^ ^	 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
T.A33L$ IZI-B
BVALT3AT^ION OE GIOW RETARDANT I^IOIi.GANIC ADDITZ.VBS
ADL:IZoteboak :# 125. :A 125-B' 125-C 125-D 125-E 125-E 125-G Z25-H l25•^_I 125-J 126^h. 126^M .
YiCon B ` 10(} 1.00 7.C,Q 10Q 100 100. 100 100 1Q0 3,00 3.00 10Q
T,eatl Oxide 15 35 ]5 ].5 15 3.5 3.5 3.5 15 35 1S 1S
- ^ljrdxated' A1uc3na 1(lQ 75 75 75 7S 75 75 75 50
.Ammonium Phasghate:[Phascheck P-3Q] 25 --
Zinc Borate: ^EiYebzake ^B,1, 25
Dib:as3.c:Zead'Ph psphate ^biphos^ 1Q 25
.	 ,A1;ua^.nuYn Phpsphate 25
Phasphonitr^L-E.c 'Chloride 2g
Eotass^.u^a 5. 25 25*.
Zina..Oxde ZQ
,Iron Oxide.. 5
Calcium Phosphate 25
1,ead S3:liceCes 23
Maleim.3:de j^rA-27 4.0 4.g 4.Q 4,Q ^.Q 4.Q ^.Q r+.o 4.0 ^.a ^.o ^.a
$enznyX Perpxide 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 ^.5 4.5 k.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Cur^.ng,Temp. .(°^^ 270 270 27Q 27Q 27Q 270 270 270 27Q 270 270 270
^ ::. Curing T:Carie (Minuics) kS k5 4S ^5 45 4S !+5 ^5 45 45 45 45
8112'IIiA^ Ch$^8Ct8=^St^.C5
attatisphexe
Tgni^ion snu=ce and:.C3,^me
^;;
Csectrnds} H^-15 H2-»1:5 H2w3.5 H?-15 H215 H2-1.5 H2-15 H2-15 H2-15 H2-15 H2--15 82-15
^
Z^ntal `^1ame t3.me after
3.griiC3.an source 3.s B.C. B.C. A.C. $.C. B.C. B,C, B.C. B.C. B.,C. S.C. B.C. $.C.^
remo^red',(seconds} 60 30 30 3Q' 30 35 60 35 35 35 4S ^5
f Tntal burzt].ng Circe ii►- -- -- ^ 3.BQ 60 60 -- ..., _ .^ T,20 --
c^uding ^^er glow (seconds}
gunned 1e^igth (^.nches) 4 4 2 1J8 1 3/4 ^+ 4 4 4 4 4 ^+
NASA Text Results
^ iii: 10 ps3a^ 31.E Oz ,^..
B9X N2
^; Burrauq. time (seconds) 1.80 600
W
^ aurned.leng^h (inrhea) 1 1/z. Z 3J^
i^
Smhke:: Med3.um .Dense
.white white-
smoke snake
Ba1:1. M33.l.ed "1C2SQ^
.^^- - - '^ ' B. C,' _ Burned Cooipletely
' f	^ 	 ^^
'#C,.
TABI,H III-9
SXNERGISTIC E r^'ECTS OIL BORATES ANA •PHOSPHATES
vitae B 100 1fl0 1fl0 1.00 ^ 1Q0 100 100 1.00 100 100 100
Lead Ox^.de ..	 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 L5
Hydrated Alumina ^ 25 50 25 25^ 25. 50 50 50
Ammonium Phosphate
[Phoscheck P-30^ 25 12.5 25 12.5 25 -- Z2.5
zinc Borate [F3.rebrake ^B^ 25 12 .5 12.5- 25 25 12.5
Malem^.de [HVA--2] 4.O 4.0 4.0 4. t? 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 ^..0
Benzoyl Perax-l.de 	
^
4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Curi^xg Temp. (°F) 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 2yt^ 270 270 270
Curing time (minutes) 45 45 t+5 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45
Burning c"^aracti^^cistics
^n 4ox 02 and ^OxN2
Ignition source and time
(seconds) HZ-15 HZ-15 H2-15 H2-15 H2-15 HZ-15 Hz-15 fl2-15 H2-1S H2-]5 H2-15
^'	 Tots1. fla^ae time (seconds) B, G, B.C. B.C. H.C. B..C. B.C. B.O. H.O. B.C. B.C.. E.G.
35 35 30 35 bS 40 fi5 45 GO 45 45
Buried Length (inches}	 4	 4	 4	 4	 2	 4	 4	 4	 4	 4
^	 ^:
af9	
.^^	
—. ... ___._.
	
—	 ---	 ^ - ._. .. .
^a deteranine the type of ^.^.Z].er that would be most e^:feet^.ve, we ^V^1u-^	 ^ .
ated a ncmber of ^ormc^3,at^:oxxs. Z'rom these, we se^.ented hydrated ^iluinins.
and amman^:um pa^.yphospha.te. (See Table ZII-^:^, j .However, compounds	 ! :,
that contain the ammon^u^ po^.yphas^hate tend to prod ►^ce more smoke Chart
those. that contain hydra^^d alumi^ia. Fax this xe^.san, rre dec33ed' ghat
	 ^ ,
a combinatSon would be-mast effective--rhe ammonium polyphosp^taite £or
aftexglaw xeduction, and the hydrated alum^.ns fox-smoke ^eduat3oxt.
^ests. condu^ted : at.NAS^
 showed that..a.cambina^on. af
 a{3 pa^ts:..^f.-hydratted
alumiria and SO paXta_ot ammon^.um polyphosphate to ^.Oa gazts of Viton
px'ovided anoptimum combination of flame retardance and low sacoke emir-^
s^,an. This^ats shown graphically in Figure Z^I—^ and the cowpaunds' cnmw
	 -;^^1
posi^3fln:s are shown ixz Ta'bxe IIZ 11.
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TAnT^L TII-:!D
^^D^,'BR RVALUATION
ADl Cade ^	 127-A I27-B x.27-C 127-D 127..H I27-F
Vi.tan A 1D0 IOD IDO 100 IDD I00. -^
lead Oxide 15 ^.S ^.S 15 15 15
j
Phascheak P-30 ^ IDD
Cab-olite P-^4 i00
;.^Asbestos SO
H3. $:LI-Z^3 5D
Iran Oxide 140
Hydrated A7.umina ^.OQ
Ma.le3mide [HVA Z] 4.0 4.0 ^+.^ 4,D ^t.D 4.0	 i.,;:``..
Benzayl Peroxide 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 ^.5 4.5 [	 ;'`,:?.,^..:..	 .
Curing Temp.(°F) 270 270 Z70 27D 27D 270-	 i;
.,	
,..
Curing Time .
 (^iautes) 45 45 45 45 45 kS j.:,..;,.
Burning Characteristics ^ >.:.s
ia1 ^D^ 02 and GOY NZ
Tgniticn source And time ^'^'
(secoxtds) H2-15 HZ-1S
^
H2-I5 H2-I5 HZ--IS H^ 15
r}s	 ry^
,La t^.^ ^^^me t^^fe ^^^e^ pnt7.. {JS ^s^• 7^	 ^ryDaL• ^.7^.L• /sBs.Ua !s^.iss*
_	 3
ignitifln source is 3D ^0 50 30 35 3D ''^
removed	 (secont^s)
^ota^, br^rning time
inc^.uding after glow 30 More Chan	 ^ ,,	 "^.
(seconds) ISQ ;,	 ;-;
Burned length (inches)	 IJ2	 4	 4	 4	 ^	 27./.8
NASA Te$t Results in
I.D PSZA, 31^ D2 & &^^ NZ
Burn^.ng time {seconds) 	 75
Burned length (.tnckies) 	 ].	 .
uu^oke, 	 Dense
while
smoke
^^_
^^
_
^^
^
FTGURE TIT--1
EFFEG^ . 4F AM^SOI3^LTM PQLL'PHOSPHATE
AND H^RA^^a ALV^i^NA
.:
Medium 0	 z
^-t
w
104 .^
Medium I•oW^
A
^^
^^
200
0 ' 10	
,^0	
30	 4^0	 50	 50	 7[1	 $0 . 9C}'	 x.04 al polyamman3.uri phosp^Zate :.
104 ^Q	 80	 7.0	 6Q	 50	 !^0	 30	 20 ^:Q	 0,
^
` ^ Hydrated A1um3:na.
:,
^;
^^ -
^5	 ..,	 - -	 ...;	
^	 ^:..	 `,^
^..
_ ^.	
^:	 ^.	 ^,	
^.	
^.^.
.,..
	
..	
.	
_
:^:.
^^^	 ^^^^.	 ^. phi
:.
-	 ,:	 ^^^
^ ^} rthurl^Ut^l^i^acA..
^^ _. _.
_	 _ ____^^
^ .
^^
i
_.;
^.^- -
-.'
^^^
^"f^1p^T	 TTT	 y
SMOKE ^ •^^SS1bN EVALUATIDI^
"
ADI, Code ^^^ 128D1288 1280
In red^ ,ents -g Parts B	 Wei, ht^	 ^ ^	 ,.^
V^,ton E 100 100 100
15 15lead t1^^.de 15
Polyammon^.um Phosphate Z5 50 50(P-30 }
Hydrated Alum^.na 75 50 50
Maleitn^.de 4.0 4.0 -
Benzoyl Peroxide 6.0 6.J -
Diak ^^3 -- --- 5 -
Cur^.ng Temperature {°F) 270 270 30Q
^3
,^
Cuz^.ng Time {M^ins .) b0 60 60
r	 !:
t`
NASA Test Results in 10 psia
;r^
31.E OZ and Fig% N2
_ Su^.ing time (Seconds}. 1.60 1.1.0 30
1Boned length (finches) 1 1j4 3 j^ -
Smgke . Me„^ium Med^.uin Very
white white Little
.:	 .
^^
^..
_
1^IJ . -
'_ Zl
Arthur^T^ttS^Inc
?	 ! _	 ^	 ► 	 _l	 i_	 I.__	 l
1V. PRODUCTS
Dozing the pra^ect, we produced a var^.ety of products to demanstrute
the feasibility of manufacturing them using the new compounding tech--
nolagy anal to show that acceptable levels of flame retarda^zcy could be
obtained.	 The task assigned was to produce samples of foam, coated
fabrics, paints, adhesives, and `nose. 	 Th^^ first two, foams and sorted
fabrics, were to receive first priority, since they are required for
the Space Shuttle program.	 Consequently we devoted the ma3or portion
of our effort to these products.
A.	 =DAMS
_
zn the development of flame zctazd3nt foams, we worked with Vitan and
urethane systems.	 The Vitan foams axe inherently more £lame resistant
a?:d require less mc^dificatian to proviu:: t.F:,S: fame resistance requited
by NASA.
1.	 Fluoroelastomer Foam
The stazting point in developing this foam wa^,s to use a formulation re-
cammended in the Du Pont literature, evaluatr^ it, and modify it as neces^
lazy.	 This fluoraelastomez foam had a density of 25 pounds jcubia foot.
,-, It was a closed cell structure and had a limiting oxygen index of 32/34.
The formulation we used in making this £aam is given in Table xV-1.
The procedure used in preparing Vitan (fluozoelastamer) foam formula-
tions discussed in this section was to compound on a cnol mill and
pzegare a preform---a little less than half of the ci.es^.red fin^.shed
foam thickness- which was placed in a mold.	 The compound was sheeted
out with dust enough material sa that excess stock was forced out of
the mold when it was closed. 	 The exact cure time depended on the parti-
culaz formulation that was used.	 In the above example, the material
cured in 30 minutes at 35Q^F. 	 When the mold pressure was released, the
final expansion took place to give a compound about twice the thickness
of the mold.
In the basic formulation (see Table IV-1, Na. 118A}, which used magne-
sium oxide as a curing agent, the limiting oxygen index without other
ingredients was between 32 and 3G. Ta improve the flame zesistaxtce we
took sevezal steps, which included using lead oxide curing agent (this
gives inherently better f^,ame resistance), hydrated alumina, and de-
cabromabighenyl oxide.
Our first step was to develop a foam formulation that would cure with
lead oxide. In our pxelimiaarg work, formulations using Lead oxide did
not cute and we found it was necessary to use a larger quantity of Diak
4F1 to provide a sat^.sfac'cc;ry wuze with a lead oxide system. Table 1V-1
C	 lists the faxmulatiot^s and *_ pie L.O.X. of various samples that were
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4	 ^	 ADL, cans ^ ^^ ^	 I3.8-'A 122 A 122-$ 123-^A 123-s
^,	 ^.	 .^.
y	 V3ton; A x:00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .a
^Magnesixnn Oxisie 3.5 .0 ^	 - -,.,	 ,
`	 „	 ...:Lead;0ad^e;	 :.'	 , - 7.5.0 15.0 -15,0 15.0,
Petroleum ^7e17_y, 3,U 3.0 3.0 3,0 3.0
D^.ak ^^^, 1 25 7..25 2.0 - -
-7wiale^.^.de tRV^-2) - - - 6.0 ^+.0
,; Benzoyl Pezox3.de - - -- 5.5 -
t Butyl. Ferbenzoate - - .. - 4.5
i
w	 Die^Chy^er^.e G7.yca1. 20 2.0 2.0 3.0 -- ^--
`-Ce7;ugen .AZ: 5..0 5.0 5.0 -^ -
vh3:c^1 IUD . - -^ - 9.0 9.0
N-t^rnsa^n
	
^ - _ .. .^ 3.0
Guring Temp,exatuxe (°F.} 350 354 35D 300 300
Cure Time {m3.nutes) 30 3Q 30 30 3D
Post Luxe ^empe^ature(°F} - - SOD
Post Guxe Time (k^ours} - - ^
L.O.z.	 ^ 32 did not cuxe 40-^+5 did not cure dad not cute
A
i
'' ^
j
d
C`
°^ -	
--
evaluated. Formulations 123A and 123B were attempts to make a foam
^EI^	 using a znaleimide {HVA-2) cur^.ng system, but apparent^.y the blowing
^^	 agent interfered with the curing.
Du Font produces aflame resistant Vitan compound, V5-2001, which has
^, been used in a number of applications for NASA. 	 This compound had never
been used to make a foam, but we believed it was worth evaluating to
determine whether it would do so. 	 This formulation uses Lead oxide as
the curing agent and is very similar to our standard Vitan A formulations.
When used for making a foam formulation, VS-2001 would not cure properly
(see Table. ZV 2) and it has necessaxy to add more curing agent than re-
commended by Du Pant.	 Since elastomer slabs prepare: from VS-2001 were
oat mare flame resistant than lead oxide/Diak ^^l cured Vfton A (Table
^V-3}, we did not evaluate this material further.
We tried several experiments in which Che cure temperature and the
levels of curing agents were varied {Table xV-^). , Samples of the forma--
_ lotion that proved satisfaci:ory, 22-1, were submitted to NASA and are
currently used in the visor far the light flashing experiment (Figure
lV-^.) .
2. Pol}rurethane Foam
Unmodified polyurethane foams are quite flammable and will burn in air.
The L.fl.T. 3.s normally between l4 and 22. Samples of a variety of cam-
mercially available materials marketed as flame resistant flexible foams
were obtained but none had L.D.Z. values above 26. One sample, made
£xom polyo^.s and an isocyanate and sold by Grace Chemical, was the most
promising and we incorporated additives into the polyol component to
improve retardanty. The same procedure was tried with a series of poly-
ols and isocyanates Exam the Interpalymer Corporation and these producesi
goad flame resistant foams. However, these foams were toe dense (6-10
poundsjcubic foot) for many applications.
r-^	 Another approach evaluated was the treatment of commercially available
(^ J(	 foams wyth flame retardants. The bas^.c prob^.^..m with the ava^.lable
flexible ure^.k.ana foams is that they have inherently poor fume resis-
tance and must be heavily treated or modified in order to meet NASA's
requirements. However, they do have the advantage that they can be
made in very low densities.
The Grace Chemical flame resistant foam is a hydrophilic po^.yurethane
that is prepared by mixing tt^= palyol FHP 3000 (which contains reactive
polSnneric isocyanates) and water in a ratio of ltd.. The mixture can
then be poured into a mold to obtain any des^.red shape. It has a lim^.t-
ing oxygen index of 25-26 and thus wil]. not burn in. air. By the use of
additives it was passible to raise the T..fl.l. ug to 40. However, we
found that it was extremely difficult to simultaneaus^.y get a low den-
(^	 sity and uniform cell structure. (See Table 1'V-5, Sample 1210.}
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TABLE lV 2 ,	 '`.,.l
FOAM FROM DUPONT FORMULATED CONFOUND -^
::.
^	 >.
Parts by Weight I
ADL Notebook ^^194- ^A
.^.
-B -C ^
Materials:
^ DuPont VS-2001 100 3.00 3.00 '`
Cur^.ng Agenti (F.05fi) 2.0 l.5 2.5 ''
^`	 1
Celogen A^ 5.0 5,0 5.0 °,`
^'`` 
sDiethylene g3.ycol 2,0 2.0 2.0
^ Mold Diutension (inches) ^	 4 x ^ x 3.f ^ 4 x ^ x 7./4 ^ x ^ x 1/4
Molding Temp. (°F) 3^+0 3^+0 340 _
Molding Tune (Min•) 30 30 30
Foam Thickness (inches) did nat did not 1/2 -
I	 ^	 ^ cure and	 cure and
^ fQam foam
-'^
i
j
4 ^ .
i .
r
^X--ti^ 	 i	
i
j
TABLE 1':V-3
COMPARISC3N 4F VTTCN A ANA} DUI'ONT VS 2001
ADI: Code No. 136,A.* 13G13 ^x*
Materials Parts by We3.ght
Du ant VS 20111P 1.00 lU0
Vzton A --^ 100
Lead Oxide ^-^ 15
Curing Agent (F.056) 1.1 ----
Diak ^^l 1.25
310°F)Molding Temp. ^ 310
(;"^ Molding T^.tne (Mips,) 30 30
^ ^ Pasture Temp (°F} 400 400
t^^ ^
Posture Time (haters} 16 16
^
L.O.1:. 50 50
,^ *DuPont ^l^tma retardant compound
:
.^	 .
**ADL ^1ame retardant comgaund,
^^
'^
^^	 t;^
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TABLE TY-,4 ^	 '	 ^
FACE MASK FOAM:	 MODIFIED FORMIJL^xTIONS
^^	 .
Code 185+0 21--1 21-2 21-3 22-1 i	 i
J^	 ^
^`7^,
MATERYA^S FART$ BY WEIGHT i
Viton A 100 ^:0I3 10D 1DD
Dead Ox3.de 15 Z5 Z5 Z5
':-
Carbon Black 2 2 2 3
Diak #1 2 2 2.25 1.75
,..	 ,
Ce],ogen AZ 7 7 7 5
Dlethy].ene Glycol 2 3 2.5 2
327 320 320 3^0-345Mold^.ng Temperature	 °F){
TZme Cure (min,.) 15 15 15 35
Tao Har.^ ^/ r/
5atlsfactory 3
Unc^ercured S/
,^
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TABLE ^T- 5
^.
GRACE EOLYL^RETHAi^IE F0^1M
.;.^	 ^'^
F_
k^:^L COIIE No.
-
121 A ^	 121 B 121-C I21--^ 12^.-E x.21 F 121-G x.21 H
€'P` . HYP of FHP 30D0 100 J.DO la0 100 lOD lOD 100 100
`	 , Ammanium Brami.de --
_
1DD -- - 6b - - -
t	 : 2, 3 F^al^rqmopropylphosphate - - 10D -- -- .. - ..
'.
Hydrated A1umz^a - ^- .. 1DD - - w -
A^tmonium Phosphate - -- - - 33 - - -
^'"^ IIrea 2^ormaldehyde Resin _ -- -- -- - 100 200 34D
^
'-
Wader 100 10D 3.00 100 lOD - -
^ 	 Commends an Physz.cal Good Tuxned Next Semi.-- Tur:^ed Semi- Rigid Did Nod
E'4 Propez^ies Foam Ye11ow Best Rigid Ye11os^ Rig^.d ^'aam
^^: a^tex 1 Wk ^o f
Cantral
_1	 _ _	 1_____.:	 _^	
_
Because of the 13m^.tatians of this foam, we evaluated several methods
of treating urethane faaut to improve its flame retardancy. fur f^.rr^t
step was to treat polyurethane foam with a fluoropolymer solution c^n-
taining flame retardants. MEK was used as the solvent but the MEK
rapidly softens and causes the urethane foam to s^rell and therefore
cannot be applied in this manner.
pur first attempt to overcome this difficulty was to lam^.nate a Viton
formulation with suitable flame retardants to a urethane foam. We
spread-coated a sheet of the fluorocarbon farmulat^.on onto a re^.ease
paper from a 40^ solution in^.^'K, cured the caat^.ng ^.n an oven at 300°F
for ^, hour and past cured it at 400°F for 2^ hours. Avery thin coat-
ing of the same formulation in MEK was then applied to the back of the
sY^eet and the sheet was then laminated to a Scott foam,
This lamix^at^.an provided very excellent pratectic^x-^ aga^.nst flame, ^rhen
the flame was applied to the coated surface. However, if the flame
was applied to the edge of the sample wh^.ch was not covered, the inner
portion of the urethane burned rap^.dly. Thus, it was an impractical
method of flame proofing, and saturation w^.th a solution appeared to be
the only acceptable technique.
Since MEK tended to swell the foam, we switched to acetone as the
solvent.
We selected a Scott Pyx'ell foam which has a density of about 1.8 pounds)
cubic foot and an L.fl.I. of 22, and saturated samples of ^.t with solu-
tions containing different solids. This approach yielded foams that
varied in density from 12 poundsjcubic foot to 24 paundsjcubic foot.
These were sent to PIASA.
A request was made for a foauc with a density of i0 paundsJcubic foot
in a sample IOQ feet long, l8 inches wide, and 1/8 inch thick. We pre-
pared this sample on our pilot tooter. Table TV-6 gives the coating
^armulation and the exact conditions that were used. This foam was
used as padd^.ng in and around electran3,c equipment (Figures TV•-2 and
IV-3}.
The Space Shuttle program requires a ^aethad of packaging instruments, so
we prepared a number of samples of various types of flexible urethane
foam which could be fabricated into slabs in which holes could be made
to hold the articles. As a starting point, we obtained a commercial
urethane foam composition cons^ .st^,ng of a palyol and an isocyanate and
modified it with flame retardant at ADL. The retardants evaluated were
decabromob^.phenyl oxide, ammonium polyphosphate, and antimony oxide.
The density of the mad^.fied foam was 8 pounds/cubic foot.
A lower-dens3 .ty sample that was somewhat more rigid was requested.
Therefore, a series of new foams was prepared., based on three different
compositions from znterpolymer Research Corporation. (See Table IV-7.}
Each had a density of ^ poundsJcub^.c foot before mad^.ficatioxt.
3i^
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TAELE xV b ^^
FOAM SAT[1RAxxNG SgLiTT^ON
1'
ADL . Code No. x.52 ^.	 .	 i
t;.1
MATERxALS. PARS T3Y WTu7GT^T
Vi^on B 1Q0 :.:
-	 Lead Oxide Z5
Malybdate Orange i0
^:r
T}ecabromob iphenyl Oxide ].00
Ainmonizun Po^.yphosphate 50
D3ak ^^^ 2.5
Coated as 307 so3.ids in acetone.
SATURATING CONDYTIONS OF D^LOT COATRR
S ueeze ro1.1 a en3.nq	 p	 8 S5 mils
Coster speed 2 £t/min
°,:>:::3
`.^
^::;' 	 a
Temperature Dwe11 Tune
DRYING OVEN (aE^ (Minextes}
l.st Zone 1^+D 4
_
2nd Zone 225 4
C^iR^^3G OVEN
• ^ ^	 ^.st gone 275 16
2nd Zone 27S ^fi
-:^
^^.^;
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a
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FIGURE IV-2 FLAME RETARDANT FOAM PADDING
{VITON-IMPREGNATED PYRELL FOAM)
U5ED A5 PROTECTION FOR ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
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FIGURE I^^-3 FLAME RETARDANT FOAM PADDING
(VlTON- I MPREGNATED PYRELL FOAM1
r.	 USED AS PACKAGING FOR ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMEM1lT
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TALE IV- 7
INTERPQLYM^R FOAM ING^2EDIENTS `
^^
Code 18540 20--1 20-2 20--3
Color Green Pink B1.ue
MATERIALS PARTS BY WEIGHT
Po^.yal FM 3b03 100
Polyo^. FM 3601 x00 ^^
Polyal Part A x.00
Tsocyanate 1112(09-73-102) 88 ^
Isocyanate 1Ca12(0^.-74-102) 81 ^
Zsocyanate Part B 75 ^	 ^^^`^
s" 2 ^.
n
Hardness^l}
^	 ^^!^J Density	 tlbs/cu ft) !^ 4 4 Ii .	 ,
i.	
i
^1) Hardness rat^ ,xzg -softest ^^3, hardest ^^1 i	 ^-
^: ,:;
	 1
O
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Formulation 20-^.*.,ras selected fnr further mod^.ficatian with different
[^	 levels of flame retardant. (See Table IV-8.) However, the densities
of these modified foams ranged from about 5 pounds/cubic foot to 9
pounds/cubic foot, which NASA considered tea dense for th^.s application.
Therefore, we went back to saturation techniques with Scvt^c Pyrell. f+aam,
which has a density of about 2 pounds/cubic foot.
We saturated the Scott Pyrell foam with the compos^.tion shown ^.n Table
ZV-6 which was dissvl^red to make a 3flX sn^.utifln izx acetone. ^h3.s yie^.ded
a foam w^.th a density of about 3 Bounds/cubic foot. We did not consider
coverage sati.sfactvey but this low level of pick-up had to be used to
keep the density at the low level required by NASA.
Tt appears impractical., for NASA's instrument packaging, to flame-proof
urethane foam by this saturation technique if the density must bs less
than ^ pounds/cubic foot. do this basis we concluded that the material
was unsuitable for this application.
3^	 Fthyl.ene Propylene B'oams
1
1 A series of ethylene propylene rubber foam compounds was prepared anal
sent to NASA for evaluation.	 They all burned readily inra 31% oxygen,
C9% nitrogen atmosphere. 	 SincE^ they showed no promise, work +;n them
was halted.
	
(See 'fable TV-9.)
^	 ^ B.	 CaAT1NGS
Df special ixtterest to NASA was the development of an elastamer coated
^;^ fabric for use in astronauts t and firefighters' suits. 	 The ultimate
result of this program has been the coating of S4 yaxds of 36-inch-wide
^`{ nylon rip stock with a neoprene formulation.	 This coated nylon is being
'^
made into suits.
Tn prelimi-wary work, we used a lamination approach to prepare coated
fabric samples ^Secause this method minimizes penetration of Cite elasta-
mar iota the fabric and prevents stiffening of the fabrics. 	 Tn the
preparation of the L.aated fabric the elastomer was first comuounded on
a Cwo-tall m^.l.l and sheeted off at a thickness of about 1/16". 	 This
sheet was then placed over the fabric, overlaid with a sheet of embossed
release paper, and t:he combination cured in a press, 	 Normally, a tem-
perature of 275°F anr^ a pressure of 54^-750 psi were used. 	 In the first
experiments two elas^tomers (Viton and silicone rubber) and two light-
^.] weight fabrics (Fire-Stop cotton by Cotton Incorporated, and Nomex) were
used.
	
The formulations that were used are shown in Table IV -1.0.
Both the fabric coated with Viton and that coated with silicone were
salt-extinguishing in a 10-ppi atmosphere at 31% oxygen, fi g% nitrogen.
The urethane formulation burned Catally. The silicone, urethane and
Piton (in this formulation) gave off a dense smoke whereas the Viton
^,	 formulation was modified with hydrated alumina and ammonium polyphosphate
and gave off only a ama11 amount of white smoke.
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^AS^^ zv-^
INSTR[^i^lEN^ PACKAGING FOAMS
Code 3,8540 23--,1 23--2 23-3	 23--4	 23-5
-MA^^RZALS
PARTS BY WErGHT
,`^
Polyol CTF 3,50 3S0 150	 150	 150
Zsocyanate 126 126 126	 126	 12b i
DecaBramobiphenyl Ox^.de 3.3.2.5 84. 4 56.3	 28.3.	
- ^
Phoscheck P-30 122,5 84.4 56.3	 28.3.	 - I
^j
Ll ^Antimony Oxide 50 25 12.5	 7.5
	
- 1
2, 3-l]ib^:^mopropy3 .phasphate 30 '32 . 5 15	 7.5	 -
IPercent Elaine Retardant 3.3.0 83 55	 28	 0
Density (1b/cu fit) 8.85 7.74 6.58	 5.03	 4.16
f
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TABLB 1V- 4
f FOAM
BTHYLB^ PROPYLBNB TERPOLYMBR (NORL^EL)
Matez^.al Parts ^ Height
Code	 10^ A B C
Nozdel 1D40 1D0 I.OD lOD
zinc Dxid^ 5 5 5 -
Steaz:ic Acid 10 ^.^ 10
Whiting 60 60 fi0
^^ Clay 50 50 5D _^
H}•drated Alumina (Alcoa C-333 I.].0 ^.1D 3.I0
L^.ght Pzocess Oil lOD 50 50 .:_
Ammonium Bromide - 80 80
Sodium Bicarbonate 20 20 20
Celogen Ax D.5 0.5 0.5
MBT 0.5 0.5 0.5
3 Thiuram M 1.0 1..0 1.0
EPTAC l 1.0 1.0 l,0 `;`
Telluzium Diethyl. Dithiacarbamate l,0 l.p l,0 ''
j Ferracene FB 55 - - 4.0
Sulfur ^+.0 4.0 4.0
Cure Caxtdition minutes @ 350°F 30 3D 30 -
L.D.I. 20-21 28 28
^' Smoke Very low Law Tow
I NASA Tests
1
Burning Tame {seconds) Totai Total. ^'otal
burn burn burn
Burned T,ength {inehasfsecand) •^$ :1 .1bfi
Smokel
Densl.ty Seavy De^tse Dense ^^
Color White Black Black^
i	 ^I. Odoz adar -
„` ^.^
^ Test atmc^sgh^re l0 psis, 31f O Z, 69^ N2
^,	 Sxlicane ignitoz
^' Arthur D. Little, ^nc4, comment. The flame axed smoke on these
samples aze much like those of a candle. Li.gh^ co^:or and $nlistiarc-
tia3^11r less .smoke than most polymers give off.
Vitan ^
G. ^.. SE 5^.7
Estane 5.8370
Hydrated.Alumir^
Decabromob3.phenyl Dxide
Lead Oxide
Ferric Qxide
'h'VA : 2
Benznyl Pernx3de
2,^+-Dichlnxabenxoyl Pexoxide
`(5D% active in 5^.3.icone Oil)
ADL Code Na.
Cnated Pahr^:c
Comgaund Coda No.
TABLE 1V-1D
CDMPDi)ND5 ^TSED OI^T GOATED FABRxCS
Viton	 S^.licone	 IIrethane
ll^A
	 115B	 116c	 ll6n	 117A	 1178
{Canon)	 (Nomex)	 (Caton)	 (Nomex)	 (Cotton)	 {Namex)
118--A
	
XLS--C	 3.19-A
lOD.O
	 -	 -
-	 1DD.D	 --
-	 -	 100.0
1DD.o
	
-	
1DD.D
75.0	 -
15.0	 -	 -
5.D
	
2.D
	 -^
4.0	 -	 --
^+.5	 -	 -
-.	 1.2	 -
27D	 270	 35D
45	 15	 5
-	 300	 -
w	 9D	 -
^	 ,.	 ^ -
.;	 .: .. ,..:	 ;; .	 -,-	 ^.^.^.^
	
.^..._...^.._^..,.m_,_^^^. ._.r
	
- _^.,__^ . .. ^__.. _. ,^._
	
^	 ^	 ,
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Q
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Samples of this cormulation, colored and coated an fabrics, were sub-
mitted to NA5A for preliminary testing and examination. These were
prepaar^d as described previously, by spraying the coat^ .ng onto embossed
paper, applying a bond coat to the fabric, and laminating the two to-
gether and curing. The modified Vitan formulation is shown in Table
IV-11.
We also eva^ .uated Kevlar, a new modified polyamide fabric, for use as
a carrier far the flame real :^tant coatings. Kevlar is particularly well
adapted for this use since it has four times the strength of nylon and
has an L.O.X. of 3d. We coated a 7-oz Kevlar felt, and 5^ and 2.2-ax
fabr:^c.
In this set of experiments, two methods of curing were used. For heavier
coatings, a ca3e^udered sheet was press -cured directly onto the Kevlar
fabric ar^d foL lighter coatings a 40% solution in MEK was spread--coated
onto embossed release paper. Several layers of coatings were applied
until a suitable thickness was achieved. The coating was then dried,
a coat of Viton solution applied to the Kevlar, and the two surfaces
laminated together in a press and cured in a 310°F oven for 2 hours.
The formulations and pracessi^zg methods are shown in fable ZV-12.
These samples did ►:ot burn, in a 31% oxygen, 697' nitrogen atmospheres,
Since one of the mayor use potentials was in firefighters' suits, samples
were prepared using a chrome yellow or molybdate orange to give the de-
sired appearance. The formulations that were used are shown in Table
IV-13.
C. COATEh FABRICS
A series of coated fabrics was prepared using different coating formula-
tions on different types of fabrics to achieve the desired properties.
Table nT-1,1+ lists the formulations that were evaluated, the cost and the
oxygen atmosphere in which they will net burn. Formulations 1 and 2
are based on Viton and decabromobiphenyl oxide an al are suitable for a
70% oxygen atmosphere. Since decabromobiphenyl oxide is used, the
material does produce same smoke when ignited. Formulation ^, which is
based on hydrated alumina and ammonium polyphosphate, is satisfactory
for the 30% oxygen atmosphere and creates no smoke. Formulations 4 and
5 are urethane formulations with different levels of flame retardancy
to meet the requ3.rements of non-flammability in lower oxygen atmospheres.
Firefighters' suits would probably best be made usixag Kevlar or Nomex
fabrics coated with either Viton, urethane ar peQprene compositions.
Fabric weighing about 2 1/2 ounces appears to be the mast suitable for
firefighters' suits. The mast suitable formulations for this purpose
are the Viton formulations (Table SST-]..4) or the urethane formulation
(Formulation 4, Table ZV-14).
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TABT,^ TV- 3.^.
LOW SMQKL COMPDIfND
Mater^.a^.	 Parts By	 Weight
'Viton ^	 ^.aa
Lead Oxide	 1.5
Po^.yammonium Phosphate 	 50
IPhoscheck P-3a^
Hydrated A^.umina	 50
Pigutents	 5
Either blue {Monastral
Fast Blue BC DuPont) or
red (Tran Oxide)
Disk ^^ 3	 4
jn
Arthur D Little, Ir^c
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xx
137A 1378-1 1378-2 1373-3 3.373-1^ 1373 µs 1373--6
Farts by Weight
100 100 100 100 100 3.00 3.00
1s 15 3.s 15 3.5 15 15
sa 100 ^,^ flo 1ao 100 1ao 1ao
so--- -- ^ _.. .._ __
s s s 5 s 5 s
1+ 4 4 4 4 4
x	 x
SCE SCE SGT SC*
3 5 3
33.0 310 310 310
2 2 2 2
press press SCE
1a 10 s
33.0 310 31.4
112 1/Z 2
;.
I;^
.$:
I
-_'	 `
ADL NofiebookNo.
Ms.terlals
Viton B
Lead ox^.de
xydxat^a ax.u^ tna
Phoschek.P-30
Iron oxide
Disk ^^3
,^^pe of Fabric
Kevlar Felt, 7 oz
Kevlar, sox
Kevlar, 2.2 oz
technique used in applyi^ag
coating
3.'ttickness of coating (^i7.$)
Curzng Candit3ons
3~emperature ( nF)
Time (Houzs)
^ Spread :coating
^`
Cd
^.
,.	 ^
II
i
!k
k
AIL Notebook Na.
MATERIALS
Viton B
Lead oxide
Hydxated Alumina
F
^ Ammonium. Pa^.yphosphate
Ghrame Yellow
I
Malybdate orange
Diak ^^l
^;^'
;.^,
TABLE IV ^.3
GOATED ^ABRTGS
1^2A
	
I^2B
p.ARTS BX WEIGHT
lUi3 100
15 15
5a 50
SO 50
15 --
_-	 15
2.0
	 2.0
Note: S^.x samples, three of each foz-nau :^ at3.on, 3-mi3, thickness on
^-ax Kevlar fatiri ,c and 7-oz Kevlar f elf, and 5-mil thickness
^ ^	 on 5-oz Kevlar were prepared and sent tv NASA.
COAT^A P.A^RTC FORMCTLA^xONS
i
Mater^.al	 Parts by Weight
	
1	 2	 3	 ^	 5
V3ton	 lD0	 1DD	 lOD	 ----	 --
]]ecatsromob^.prienq.l. Dx^de 	 iUU	 JU	 ---	 ---	 .LUU
^drated Alum^.ns- 	 --	 -^--	 54	 50	 --_
Phoschek P-30	 --	 --	 50	 50	 --
Color	 ----	 --- _	 5	 - 5 -- 3 -	 3	 - --	 3
TJrethaue --- -- -- 1D0 l0a
'^ ,^, Methyl Eth^1 K^^one	
_ -
-- ---
---
._._ _-
CostJ^pund ^$^^ 7.2 8.08 6.02 1.07 1.55
We^,ght/Mil/ .^ r.?1 	Ib	 - .11D4 _ ,1082 -- .0454 _.0687 .0776
CostJ^Iil/sq yard coating .794 .874 .574 .075 121
Cost 6-mil coating 2Jsides {$^ 4.75 5.25 3.^5 0.45 0.72
For oxygen atmosphere
2D - 3D x
Ova •x 3D x x
Oyr^ r 70 x x
Fabric Cnst with 1ST loss (2 lf2 oz fabric}
Reylar 6.75 6,75 6,75 6.75 6.75
Nom^x 5.OD 5.00 S.DO 5.D0 5.00
Glass O.fi3 0.63 0. G3 0.63 0.63
}]aeon x..50 1.50 1.SD I.50 1.50	 l
' Estimated coating cost /yd_foz 25 yds
-	 --
X3.00 13.00 13,00 13.D0 13.00
^.^ *	 Includes solvent cost
C^
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Furge ducts are best made using a Kevlar coated with formulation.
`
	
	
Table IV 15 lists coating foxznulations that might he used, and the cost
per mil. per square yard for Viton and urethane compositions. Fabxic
casts for Kevlar, Nome and Dacron 2 I/2-oz fabric are also shown.
Quotations for coating Z5 yards of material averaged about $13.00 per
^, square yard. Reeves Brothers quotes $325 fox setup and coating charges
for 25 yards ox less, and Du Pont quotes prices of $1,000 to $5,000 far
Viton formulations. Du Pant supplies the materials. Table TV-15 shows
the costs of the coating materials that have been used in the est^.mates
and the per 3^ard cost for 38" and 50" wide fabric.
Table 1V-16 provides and estimate of the coats of coating the formula--
^!
	
	
bons shown in Table N-l4 if the coating is 3 mils thick an each side,
The coating charges have been est3,mated at $15.00 per square yard for
a small quantity. This would automatically drop under production con--
d^.tions. As shown in Table TV-16, the ma3ar item of cost with these
small quantities, is the coating charge.
As part of this program to improve coated fabrics for use in the Space
5h^attle program and far firefighters' suits, we also prepared fabrics 	 ^	 `'
with aflame resistant neoprene coating. 	 (See Table IV-17.)	 f
Two nylon fabrics, one blue and one white, sent to us by NASA wexe used.
The samp^:e code was 1$540-3A for the blue nylon and 1$540-3B for the ^
white nylon.	 Zn each case the coating formulation was the same and the ^	 _(
coating thickness was between 4 and 5 mils.
"`--^^^
Tn addition, a sample of aflame resistant Viton formulation was coated
on 2.2-o;z Kevlar fabric from a 40l solution in MEK.	 ^'aur coatings were
t
^
applied to each side with a No. 40 Myer rod and this resulted in a 3^	 ^ _^^
to 4-mil coating on each side. 	 The samples were cured in an oven at	 ^
200°F for 2 hours, and then post -cured at 325°F far 3 hours.	 These
samples were approved by NASA far further trials and the production of	 !
quantities ^f material if required.	 The formulation is shown in Table
IV--I8.
I
Because of cost, ease of application, and high level of flame retardarcy,
i
the neoprene formulat^.on on nylon rip stop was the most interesting of
all the coated fabrics that were prepared. 	 S^.nce samples were too 7.arge ^	 '''
to be easily prepared on our equipment, we arranged to da the actual _,
coat^,ng at a plant -ln Connecticut operated by Du Font's Fabrics & I	 ^^
^`inishes Divis^ .on.	 They first prepared panels of the material about
E.2 yards long.	 These were sent to NASA and approved. 	 Later a coating
run was made and 50 yards of coated fabric was prepared. 	 This sample is ^	 >j
being constructed into prototype space suits by the XLC Corporation in '-n
Dover, Delaware, and thermal gloves by the Acuxex Corporation in i^a1i- _^^
fornia.	 The fine]. product weighed flounces/square yard and used a 4--
to 5-mil coating on the nylon.	 The coating was applied at a weight of,^
5 inches/square yard.
'.
',
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^ADi^E ZV-15
GQST OF MA^ERIAhS
''^^
Material ^ i lb
Coatitrg
Viton A, B, and A--35 10,00 ^	 .'``
Viton C-72 ].0.50
D^.ak ^^1 13.75
Diak ^^3 5.25 ^
Decabramabiphenyl axide 2.27
13ydrated Alumina .07 `
Phoschek F-30^` .67 ^	 `.
Lead Oxide .20
Co1ar .67 ^`
Uretha^xe 1.00 i
Fabr3.cs
_Dollars f Running Yard '^ -
1 - Fiber Glass, beta type 3fi-ir^ch w3.dth 50-inch w^.dth
^ ^
2.6 ox 0.65 0.86
^
^ ^ 5 oz
1
,'
^. - Kevlar
,:f 2 lj2 oz (Style 220) 6.75 7.70
' 5 az
	
(Style 281) 6.95 7.90
1
2 - Namex
;^
2 1j2 oz 5.00 6.50
^'.`
°^
`=	 ^
F:
':^ 3 -Dacron -	 ;
3 oz 1.50
w;
.^^
	
^.
*Ammoniuut Polyphosg^ia.te
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"^ TABLE IV ^.^ ^'-""'I
PRODIICT COSTS
($/square yard based on coming 25 square yards)
Campasitian 1. 2 3 ^, ^
^.
].. Coating Material 2-side 3 mil coating 4.76 5.25 3.45 0.45 0.72
2. Coating Charge
--
13,00 13,00 1.3.00 13.00 13. DO
3. Fabric Cost 2 1./2 ox., 40" wide 6.75 5.75 6.75 5.75 6.75	 ^
Kevlar
- Grand Total Kelvar ^1 -^- 2 + 3) 24.51 25.00 23.20 20.20 20.47	 i
?^.	 4. Nomex 5.00 5.00 5.00 S.OD 5.00
Grand Total Nomex (1 -^- 2 -h 4)	 22.76	 23.25	 21.45	 18.45	 1$.72	 E
7
I,
5. G],ass	 0.53	 0.63	 D.fi3	 0.63	 o. s3
	
1
Gxand Total Glass (1 + 2 + 5) 	 18.39	 18.88	 17.08	 1.4.08	 1.4.35
';
fi. Dacron	 1., 50	 1..50	 1.50	 1.50	 1..50
Gxand Total Daefon (1 + 2 + 6) 	 19.25	 19.75	 17,95	 14.95	 15.22
t
ALL MATERIAL COSTS ARE BASER ON A 15l WASTE ALLOWANCE.
S:,
._	 ,.
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TABLE ^V-17
^.
BOATED FABRICS
I:
^.
Ma^exi^als ^'a^^s by We^.gh^
Neoprene W x.00
Magrzes^.um Ox^.de 4
Akraflex CD 2	 ^
Hydrated A1u^na 33--1.j3
Ammox^ .3.um Polyphosphate 33-1J3
^	 ^ Decabramab^ .phenyl Ox^ .de 33—Ijs
Antimony Ox^.de 15
^^
zinc O^,de 5
I^	
^ Carbon Black 2 4
'^ ^
a''
^ NA-22 1
...;
j
^ ^ -^
^ Solvent M.E.K., 4 parts to ^. park to^ .uena--as a ^0^ salut ;^an. ';;'
^	 tIE	 -..
^^t
^^^ :^
^'.:.`^
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TABLE 1V-^.8
.1
KEVI,AR COATING FCRMi3I,AT^QN
Materials Paxts by Weight
'
Viton B ^.^Q
Lead Oxide l5 °;""
Chrome Ye3.^.ow 7.0 i
7
Hydrated Alumina SO
I ^ Ammon3.um Polyphosphate SO^	 ^^
Dial. ^^l 2
4.r]
( !
Solvent M.E.K.--as a 4D1 solut3.on. ;;^
ff!
^'	 9
-,^	 ^^
/`^4^r
l :^.,_'-
1^1 f.
..
}}[
,.	
^^4
^ _.
.__-	 I	 l	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I
^. FILM Arm SHEETING
`f^ Film and sheeting can be prepared by casting, extrusion, and calender-
^.ng.	 Film and sheeting may be made from the same compositions that
were used far coated fabric---•fluorinated elastamer {Vitan}, neoprene
or urethane.	 Tn order to illustrate tlkat films could be made of the
^` material, we worked with a Viton composition that had been used far
coated fabrics and spread coated or cast it onto embossed sheet, dried
and cured it in an oven, then stripped it from the embossed sheet. 	 A
sheet of this mater3.al was submitted to NASA for test; it was found to
have a tensile streng ;zh of about 1200 psi and ax^i elongation of 150.
It would not burn at 10 psi in a 31% oxygen, 69^ x^.trogen atmosphere.
Table TV--19 shows three fog ulations that were evaluated.	 Each of them
had roughly the same properti^:s.	 From the standpoint of minimum smoke
^^ and opt3.mum flame resistance, formulation 128D was the best. 	 Tf color
is required, pigments can be added to this formulation.
^` Yt became apparent that this same solution could also be used as a basic
composition far use in paints and adhesives. Therefore, we sent samples
of thin and thick films of the formulation to NASA and also a samgle in
which the farznulatian was coated ^q.to fabric. Although these particular
samples used a benzoyl geroxide cure, Diak ^3.will give equivalent pro-
perties. {See Table IV-20.) ^'ormulatian 128A is the preferred formula--
tian.
E. PAINTS
Very satisfactory paints can be prepared using the same basic formula- `:.
tion that was used to spread-coat the coated fabric {see Table TV-21).
We prepared paints and evaluated their properties on steel. panels. 	 The ':
^ steel. panels were prepared by sandblasting the metal surface and then
degreasing with trichlaroethylene. 	 The coatsings were then applied, and
`^
!	 ,,.^
put through a standard curing cycle of 3 hours at 320°F. 	 These samples
were tested at NASA for wear characteristf.es.	 TY: 1000 cycles, they :^
r^ „^
showed a weight loss of only 0.58 grams.
A series of paints was tested an steel panels at different coating `^
thicknesses.	 The abrasion resistance appears to be directly propar-^
^^ tional to the thickness of the coatin g : as shown in Table TV-21. 	 With ^^	
,
the thin coats, the test shows the effect^•of substrate rigidit}°, which '•	 `,'
magnifies abrasion.
	
Thus, thin coatings show poor abrasion resistant
properties. ^	 '^
ffluoroelastomer	 paints, it is desirable to provide a system that '^With .,
will. cure at room temperature.	 Standard formulations do not. `'^
f
Fluorelastomers are vulcanized by eliminating hydrogen fluor3.de, which
in turn provides unsaturation far cure. 	 A standard cure is initiated by
basic materials, such as Diaks, ar by peroxides, such as benzoyl peroxide.
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TASL^ 1V-19
FiTai+i AND SA^FT1ty0
ADL Notebook No. 1288 128G ].28D.
Vitae B 1.00 100.^
Lead Oxides 15 15 15
H dxr^Rd AluminaY 75 50 50	 -
A^nonium Polyphosphate 25 50 50
[Phoscheclz P-30]
Maleimide 4 !+ ---
Senzoyl Peroxide 6 6 ---
E ^
1
I^iak ^^3 --^ -- 5
I Goring Time	 [minutes} 60 50 30	 ^^
W^°F]Gurin.^; Temperatures	 [ 270 270 300 ^
Post Cur^ .ng Time	 [hours ] !^ 4 4 `-	 ^
;^
Post Gur^.ng Temperature [ °^']	 325 325 325	 ;i _.: '.
Tensile strength [psi] 1.400 loo0
I
1200
Elongation	 [1] 125 1.50 150	 ^
I' ^ ^ ^^
^ -;
i	 `i^ a
^^	 ^
;-	 ;,:.
-^ (
i
,.^.
^.;;..
-.
—
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Entire
1 ^./4 Sample 3j4
$0 50 85
Self Ext. 0.1 Self Ex^.
Very light Medium bight
smoke Black Smoke
Smoke
...:
^,,
._. _...:
i ^^..''
TABLE IV- 20 ^%
^^
RL.1^fAB1LT^.Y I^1D SMOKE TESTS
^-
ADL Code 1298 129A 128A i?
xngredsents Parts by Weight
;.
Viton ^ 100 100 100
^l''
i°; ^ Lead Oxide l5 x5 l5
E	 ;`
^	 : i
Poiyammonium Phosphate
^Phoscheck P-30] 25 25 SU
^ -< Hydrated A1.umina ^
_;> ^Alcaa	 C-330 7S 75 S0
^''
- Maleim^.de ^,
LHOA-2] 4.0 4^. {^ 4^.4 -	 -
Benxa ^. PeroxideY 6.0 b.0 ^+.5
1 ' 	^ Thickness {inches) 0.005 0.023 0.025
^ NASA Test Results
.,
10 Psia.at ^,
^
in
' 3l°/, 02
 and 69% N2 ^^
Burned Length (inches)
Burning Time {seconds)
Propagation Rate (cmjsec)
Smoke
0
a
D
SAMPLE nESCRxPTxON:
129-B
129--A
128-A
'^ Tested at NASA
Embossed Viton film {b5' solut3.on coa^^.ng)
qiton coated nylon hacked fabric (by solution
coating)
Vitae Rubbex sheet {by Press molding)
^.;
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TABU ^V--2^.
PAII3TS
Ma.texa.al Parts by Weight
^^.^OII B 100 l00
Lead Oxide 15 15
Polyammonium Phosphate
^Phoscheck P-30] 50 50
Hydrated Alumina C-330 50 50
Monstral Blue TiC 5 --
Iran Ox^.de ---- S
Disk ^^3 ^ 4
Paints Abrasion Resl.stance Testsl
ADL Cade 130A	 130A 130B 130B
(1)
	
(2) (l?.. (2}
Thickness of Canting (inches} 2.3 x 10
-3
	3.6x1.0-3 7.^i x 10
-3
5.8 x 10
-3
Wear:
weight Lass	 (gm^,!cycle) 1.,1x1.0 3	 0.97 x 10-3 0,58 x 10
-3
0.78 x 10 3
Thickness Loss (inches/cycle) 2.2 x 10
-3	
1.5x1.0 5 0.53 x 105 1..03 x 10
-5
Abrasion Res^:stance Cycle 58	 151 750 360
Note:	 The above testing was lane on the Taber Abrasex using H-22 wheels and 500 gram weights.
The H-22 abrasive wheels simulate the worst possible wear conditiont^.
l Tested at-NASA
1 ^.^_
^ _^_	 ^	 ^z
^ ^;_
^^
The D .^aks provide a slow cure--30 and 6D minutes at 250 and 300°F,
	 '
respect^.vely.	 Ta determine whether any cure could be obtained at rnnm	 ^	 ^
'	 Itemperature, we prepared formulations containing Diak ^^l and Diak ^^3.
	 ^.'
Both were partially coxed after seven days.
	 The formulations are shown 	 ^`
^.n Table 1V-22.
,:`	 ^
We also evaluated perax^ .des alone and a benzayl peroxide-maleimide cur- 	 '°"^
ing system.	 No cure occurred with either system in two weeks. 	 We also	 ^"
examined peroxides which are active at bw temperature (e.g., methyl.
ketone peroxide} in the presence of cobalt naphthanate.
	
However, these	 ^>
else failed to cure the Viton at raom temperature. 	 ^
I
Further investigation determined that GFON H-2, a blocked amine said by
	 3
Shell Chemical., will produce a raom-temperature cure.	 We found that the	 j
material is on strict allocation, but Shell agreed to release some
directly to NASA.
	
The room-temperature curing agent is used in, place
of the IIiaks in a ratio	 bf 1 part to every 100 parts of Viton. "^-_^
^.'.:^
^'.	 ADHESIVES
For adhesive work we have used polymer systems based on the fluorinated
elastomer and neoprene.	 The fluorinated elastomer adhesives were pre-
pared by using aflame retardant system based on the ammonium palyghos-
phate au.d alumina, or one based an a decabramobiphenyl oxride, depending
an the level. of flame res^.stance required.
	
The decabromobiphenyl oxide
system was used in applications which required non-burning in up to a
100Y oxygen atmosphere, and the hydrated al.umina and ammonium pnlyphos- 	 -
^hate were used in applications which required resistance to no greater	 '
than a 70/ oxygen, 30^ nitrogen atmosphere.	 Both of these systems may
be cured at room temperature using tine Shall H-2 blocked amine curing
agent.
Before bonding the metal, we sandblasted it and cleaned it with tri-
chlaroethylene.	 Shear strengths an the bonded samples averaged about
250 pounds per inch.	 Because the bands are flexible, they satisfactor-
ily withstood hot and cold cycling ( -40 to 400°^'). 	 Test results re-^
parted to us by NASA ^e shown in Table IV-23.
^^ Adhesives based an Vitan formulations have been made up at concentra-
tions varying from about 25l solids to about 40Z solids in either ME^
ar acetone, depending upon, the application. 	 Adhesives based on this
(^ material were evaluated at NASA far banding metal. to urethane foam and
(,,,^ to fluaroelastamer foam, and to band Velcro to camera lens covers.
Far bonding neoprene-coated fabrics, a suitably ^?.;,ne-retarded neoprene
^.
adhesive was dev^^ .oped.	 The formulation used is shown in Table IV-24.
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TABLE T,V-22
ROOM. TEMPERATURE CURE SYSTEMS
]. 2 3 .4 5 6
B 100 3.00 100 3.00Viton 100 3.00	 f
Lsad Oxide l5 ].5 3.5 l5 Z5
I	 , `;
l5
Po3_yatnmonium Phosphate 50 50 50 50 50 50
^Phoscheck P-301
Hydrated Alumina 50 50 50 50 50 50
Pigment - Monastral B3.ue -- -- -- 5.0 5.0 5.0
B.C.
Benzoyl Peroxide 6.0 6.0 -- --» ---- ---
Malaimide ^.0 ^.D --- -- -- --
j	 ^	 }4, fI Dx.al{ ^^3. -- -^ -- 2.0 ^- --
Di.ak ^^^ -- —_ _^- --- ^.o —^.
MEK Peroxide -- 2.0 3.0 -- -- ^--
Coba3.t Napthanate --- 3_.0 1, 5 -- --
.,
-W
Tra.ethylene Tetramine -- -- _- ..._ -_ 2 ^ 0	 ,.
(TETA)
^^^^^.^
COMMENT ON CURE
"`
After 3_ day ^ DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC
^ Auer 7 days ^ DNC DNC DNC PC PC DNC
^'
^ DNC ^ DzD NOT CURE
^ PC	 = PARTIALLY CARED
`^
'',
,^ "
;.
_ 5^,;
i
^'
^_
Art^urI^tittl^;Iryc
TAti^.R IV-23
METAL ^30ND STRENGTH*
ADL Notebook Nn,	 130
Material	 Parts by We3.ght
Viton B
	
100
Zead Oxide
	 15
Palyamnaontiu^ Phosphate	 50
IPhoscheck P-30]
Hydrated Alumina	 50
[Alcoa C-330]
Iron Ox^.de	 5
Diak ^^3	 ^+.0
Test Results
Average Shear Strength
{l^Jinz )	 250
Range {lbjin2;	 112-390
* Tested at NASA
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G.	 CAMERA LENS COVERS
Sn response to a request from NA5A for a compound that would be flex-
ible as well. as very flame retardant for use in molding a lens cover,
'^ we prepared a number of compounds in which varying levels of flame re-
tardant were used. 	 While our work was in progress, the mold was being
prepared at NASA and specifications were needed on shrinkage during cure
so this shrinkage could be taken iYkta account in making the mold.	 The
compositions and hardness are shown in Table ^?'-25. 	 Samples of these
compounds were tested at Wtxite Sands and all were approved. 	 Tests
showed that the compound changes produced the following effects:
•	 Fluorinated elastomers without f ilZers and without plasticizer,
on curing, gave a relatively hard compound of about 50 Shore A.
Zn order to provide compounds of lower hardness, one normally^^
adds plasticizer, but in th^.s application it is impract^.cal
because of the high level of flame retardancy required. 	 Plas-
ticizers reduce flame resistance.
o	 As flame-retardant levels were increased, hardness increased,
shrinkage during cure decreased, and levels of curing agent had
to be increased to maintain adequate physical properties.
•	 All of the compounds extinguished in a 100 	 oxygen atmosphere
but the time to extinguish	 decreased as the amount of deca-
bromabiphenyl oxide or ammonium polyphosphate and hydrated
alumina was increased.
•	 Less molding pressure was required and mold flow was increased
as the amount of flame retardant was decreased.
•	 Samples that contain ammonium polyphosphate and hydrated alumina
as the flame retardant must be cured and;post^-cured at temper-
atures below 340°Tr.
	
Above 340 °^', alum3 .na gives off its water
of hydration and the samples ha^.re a porous and brittle stru^--
lure.	 For this type of sample ^;e recommend that the cure and
post-cure temperature be kept below 325°^'. 	 The samples selected
^ by NASA were compounds 11C and 1^'^E. 	 Twenty pounds of l4B and 12
pounds of 11C were shipped to NASA. 	 The curing agent was added
to the compound at NASA to prevent precuts during shipment and
storage.	 Examples of lens caps a^:e shown in Figure IV-4.
^^ After a lens cover is molded, it must be a^:taches to apiece of Velcro
by means of an adhesive. 	 Am adhesive based on fluorinated elastomer
^^ was prepared and shipped.	 The formulation is ishawzt in Table ^V-26.
^?
} ;::
f ^^
`j	 ^7i
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TABLE TV- 25
CAMERA LF^.+IS COVER k'ORI^ItTLATxONS
Code 1854a 13A	 11C 14A 14B 13E 3.8B
or or
iff
t `
^ 3.1A 14C
^
^^
'	 >^;
^.	
-
MATERIALS PARTSJWEIGHT
^	 _
v^.ton A laa	 1aa laa lao laa lao
--
bead ax^.de 15	 15 3.5 15 3.5 15
Carbon Slack 3	 3 3 3 3 3
âeeabxamvbiphanyl 25 5a 1aa 25
1 (3xide
I
^Iydratad Alr,^mina 5D 2,5 _
Ammon3.um Polyphosphate 50 25
Diak ^^3 3	 b 3 3 4.5
#
TOxAL l2l	 224 l46 171 2Z2 298.5
^
ii
I Parts Itiak ^f^3 per 2.54	 2.75 2.1a 1.79 3..83 1.93 ^.	 ^
,^, 1aa parts compound
^^!! ^ &3rdness Share A 50	 90-•95 65 8C 85-94 9a
i
,1	
^
i
,.^.;
r
,^ '
E	 _
..	 ^
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FIGURE IV-4
CAMERA LENS CAPS PREPARED
FROri VITON FORMULATION
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nx. Tusna^
Twenty-five feet of 5j8" OD tubing with a 3/32" wall was extruded using
a 3j^" diameter extruder with a tuning die. The ab^ective of this work
was to show that the formulat^.on, which had been previously approved by
NASA because 3.t mat the smoke and non-flammability requirements, could
be extruded into tubing. 'the exact procedure used for making the tube
was as foZlaws:
The formulation was camgaunded on a 2-roll m^.11, g:^aund into pel-
lets, and charged to a 3f^" diameter extruder equipped with a ;=xb-
ix:^ die. The first zone Baas cold; the second zone was at 1SE1°F,
and the die at 2Q0°F. The tube was extruded at a rate of about
5O feetjhaur, but faster fates are possible. The tubing was col-
lected in coil farm and then cured in an air-circulating oven as
follows:
20Q°F far 4 hours
25D°F far 1Z hours
30Q i°F far 4 hours
Th^.s formulation, which is shown in Table 1V-25, has risen qualif^.ed at
White Sands.
I.	 ASBESTOS FGA^i
^ Axz asbestos foams developed by the Rex Asbestwerke in ''Nest Derma-ky is
very weak and needed a spray casting an the surface to hold it together
and to prevent external damage. 	 A coating was developed that could be
sprayed onto the surface and provide the desired protection. 	 The for-
mulation that proved satisfactory was based on the fluorocarbon elasto-
mer given ^.n Tab1e 1V -27.
J.	 Tax^cxTY EV'ALt^ATION
Samples of compasitians far pxoducts planned for use by NASA were ^zre--
pared and sent to Dr. John Antian, Director of the Materials Science
To^cicology Laboratories at the IIniversity of Tennessee for toxicity
evaluations.
	
These samplers knee Table LV^-Z$} consisted of 40D grams
each of slab stock based on farmisl^ztians that would be used in sheet^xzg
and coata.ig work.	 Included also were samples of Viton and urethane
foam.	 A1'. of these compas^.tions were approved.
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TABLE IV--27
-	 ^
•
',^
ASBESTOS FOAM COATING
i
-!
Material ^Pa^ts by Weight
3.4D ^.,Vitae A-3^
i
Lead Oxide I5
Decabromabiphezxp^. Oxide ^.DO
',	 ^
i
i
Malytsdate orange ZO
i
i
Ii
E
{I
l
E
I
^:^
^;
^'
TABLE zV-28
^ SAMPLES FDR TOXTCTTX TFSTS I.
'^
III ADL Notebook Na. I5f)^-A 150-8 15I-B
^.	
1
-^_
MATERIALS FARTS BY WEIGHT
140Viton A
31
r
{
Viton B 144 I00 '-'^
^
-^
Magnesium Oxide 15 l5 15
^;,
;<
llecabramob^.pheny]. Oxide	 ].04 50 x.00
i3^.ak ^^1 1.5 I.75 2, 5 ^^	 j
6 ^i Celogen AZ 7.0 -
,^ Diethylene G^.yco1 Z•0 ^3	 1
j Form of Mater3 .a1 Flame resistant Flame resistant	 Scott saturated
3
sheet foam £oam
?^
}
jS	 ^y.^
j
•'
'	 33
^^.:'-
^^
!`
";y='
^^^.'
LJ
^^
'!
1
^':,
^
JY
,.^
,j
_^:,,'^.
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